Hash 820.

Last week’s Trasher finished with a p.s. that the venue was changed at the last moment due to unforeseen
circumstances, it transpires that Masterbates had to make an emergency dash upcountry to rescue an
abandoned outboard motor whose owners had sailed away, he carefully negotiated its release and brought
the poor little thing back to Samui to a new life, all this meant that Leopard Piss was called into action and
sent out his directions to assemble in the back woods to the rear of the capital, 2km. up Angthong 9 and 42
excited souls obeyed the command, the Laager site turned out to be roadside in the shade of coconut trees
and in short order he gave the low down and sent the pack off to find the 5 checks and avoid the buffaloes.
It wasn’t long til we arrived at the first of the 5 and it presented Shag Pile with the opperchancity to show his
stuff and keep the mob in line…not this time S.P.and he became the first nut finder of the afternoon,
progress was fast on the flat land and even the stream didn’t slow things up that is with the notable
exception of Masterbates AKA “Buffalo Whisperer” as he stopped to have a chinwag with 500kg. of prime
beef on the hoof. Forging on and the terrain kept the Rambos well ahead and the Wankers followed at a
sedate pace chatting away and regularly going off paper. No major incidents were reported and after
Wallace, Gromit and Quartermaster and one or two others chickened out and opted for the easy way back
the whole pack were accounted for except Stuffed Crutch who decided that he missed Lamai so much that
he started on his way there, fortunately Go round Again came to the rescue and slightly later than usual the
circle started and Sub. Hare L.P. got the nod and well deserved it was.
Virgins x 4 introduced themselves with a Thai/French combo and an extremely nervous pair of Limeys one
of whom decided to pour her downie over her head ???
Returnees..Banana Bender, Skandahooligan and her chubby hubby who can’t remember his name and
therefore ,if our records don’t produce the info, should be renamed Leslie. Deserter was Laurie who
honored us with her company for a couple of weeks and is now off to Cambodia with her Gran.
Sinners and Rambosquealer Big Yin pulled in Down early the forager, Masterbates as Doctor Doolittle and
Little Weiner the pant shitter.
Two Stroke as Wankingsnitch admitted that he’d been dozing most of the route and hadn’t seen any
criminal behavior.
Bob ze Builder then was awarded the Hash Crash bunnet and has the wounds to prove it, Tooty Frooty
celebrated her 21st. Birthday and hubby Quartermaster invited us to Maenam next Saturday for another
family prepared Hash.
Last item on the agenda saw Stuffed Crutch in to extend a welcome to his place after next week’s do for
some nosebag and cocktails to mark his birthday , cheers.
Nothing else so curtain down and a stampede to Scouse’s mobile hostelry .
On On.

